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Managed Backup as a Service, Powered by Asigra

Ultra-secure Backup &
Recovery for SMB, Enterprises
& Sensitive Data
Small and mid-size enterprises handling critical data have their work cut out for them. Whether
you’re a bank or law firm, government contractor or medical provider, sensitive information
and servers must be protected, uptime ensured and compliance demands met. CyberFortress
Backup as a Service, Powered by Asigra, removes all the complexity, while providing ultra-secure
data protection that eliminates malware before it infects your backups.

Managed

Continuous & Instant

Completely managed by CyberFortress’
experts from deployment and backup
scheduling to rapid recovery.

Automatically backs up in near real-time,
recovery to any point in time. Reduces
downtime by restoring to secondary
systems in minutes.

Advanced Security

Fast

Protections include backup scanning and
quarantine, along with deep multi-factor
authentication (MFA).

Agentless design can be rapidly deployed
to thousands of endpoints. With a data
collector at the LAN level, users can be up
and running in as little as one hour.

Comprehensive

Personal Support

Protects an entire business with one solution.
Supports all major operating systems, servers,
databases (DBs) and hypervisors.

Three Simple
Steps to Success

1

Select
CyberFortress as your
Service Provider

Access to a live human being for quick
problem resolution, 24x7.

2

Deploy
Asigra Software

3

Send
Your Data to
CyberFortress

Credentialed Recovery Professionals
Microsoft Certified System Engineer, Microsoft Certified System Administrator, Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate, Microsoft Certified Technology
Specialist, Microsoft Certified Professional.VMware vExperts, VMware Certified Associate-Data Virtualization
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CyberFortress Delivers the
Advanced Security and Compliance
that Sensitive Data Requires
Scanning & Quarantine: AI-powered scanning with ransomware
checks health of backups, scans during restore again to catch and
quarantine dormant ransomware so production isn’t reinfected
Soft Delete: Holds deleted data for a designated period, fooling
attackers into thinking permanent deletion has occurred, while
still enabling users to retrieve assets
Variable File Naming: Can rename file repositories in non-standard formats to prevent backup recognition and deletion by
viruses
Immutable Retention: Unifies immutable retention and application credential protection to stop unauthorized sources from
modifying and deleting backup data in storage
End-to-end Security: AES 256-bit encryption for data in-flight
and at-rest
Compliant & Customizable: Ensures compliance with all
significant regulations. Targeted file-level restores and customizable reporting helps meet audits

Enforced By The Recovery People
CyberFortress’ greatest strength is its people. From mobile to
mainframe, our comprehensive services are enforced by highly-trained
experts and access to a real human for support, 24x7.

Try it today!
1TB of space for 30 days, risk free
Check out Asigra today with 1TB of space and a thirty-day, risk-free
trial! All services including trials are backed by CyberFortress’
certified professionals.

Get Started at:

cyberfortress.com

CyberFortress has provided backup and recovery
solutions to over twenty thousand businesses globally
with data centers in North America and Europe for 20+
years.
CyberFortress provides complete, custom data backup
and recovery solutions to protect endpoints, physical
and virtual servers, NAS, and cloud storage including
Microsoft OneDrive, Google Drive and Dropbox. Support
features instant access to certified recovery experts.

Experienced

Compliant

20+ Years
Delivering WorldClass Data
Protection Services
with Hundreds of
Thousands of
Physical and
Virtual Machines
Under Protection

SOC II, HIPAA,
PCI-DSS, ISO
27001

Innovative

Global

Forward-Thinking
Public, Private,
Hybrid Cloud
Solutions, plus
Hypervisor
Agnostic

Serving North
America, EMEA
and APAC
Markets
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